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ABSTRACT

Available expressions are reviewed and new ones derived for
the inverse of the sum of two matrices, one of them being nonsingular.

Particular attention is given to (A + UBV)- 1 , where A is

nonsingular and

...u,

B and V may be rectangular; generalized inverses

...

of A + UBV are also considered.

Several statistical applications

are discussed.
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l.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation for many special cases and variants of the result

(1)
available in the literature of the last sixty years has come from a
variety of sources:

from inverting partitioned matrices, from appli-

cations in statistics and, quite recently, directly from inverting a
sum of two matrices.
The first of these, inverting a partitioned matrix, is reviewed
in Bodewig [1947, 1959] and Ouellette [1978], and is extended here
in Section 3.

Although initially a technique for developing

equivalent expressions for the inverse of a matrix, it also yields,
through equating two such expressions, the special case of (1) when
B = -D

-1

is nonsingular, namely

(2)
This is discussed in Section 1.3.
The idea of modifying a matrix A, of known inverse, by simply
adding another matrix to it, has also been explored.

For example,

the inverse of A + buv', where u and v' are column and row vectors,
respectively, is

(A+ buv')-l

= A-l

Identities (1) and (2) are broad generalizations of this sort of

(3)
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modification, the importance of which is attested to by Householder

[1957, p. 168] who declares (in our notation) that "all methods of
inverting matrices reduce to successive applications of (2).

The

methods differ, however, in the way in which (2) is applied.

In the

method of modification as such one concentrates on a matrix UD-~ to

-- -

be added to a matrix A. ".
Identities

(1),

(2) and (3) facilitate inverting many forms of

patterned matrices occurring in statistics and other applications.
For example, results in Roy and Sarhan [1956] for particular patterns
(see also Graybill [1969, Chapter 8]) are readily obtainable from

(1).

An important case is the dispersion matrix for a multinomial random
variable, namely
pl (l-pl)

v=

-plp2

'

which may be written as V
matrix with elements of p
[dg(E ) ] -1

E = !k

dg(p) - pp' where dg(p) denotes a diagonal

=

(p1 , ···, pk)' along the diagonal.

in (3 ) yields ~-1

vector of k ones, s

= 1/(1-

= [dg(E ) ] -1 +

1'p), and ~k

with all elements unity.
A further application of (3) is

= !k!k

Using

s~k' where !k is a

is a k X k matrix
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a b

b -1

[ (a-b)!k+b!k]-1_
_
- a-1 b

b

[r

JJ

.... k _
a+b
(k- l)b .... k

b b ••• a

where V has the pattern of an intraclass correlation matrix, in
terminology dating back to Fisher [1925].
Another occurrence of these identities arises in the estimation
of variance components, using the general linear model familiarly
represented as y =

X~

+ Zu + e, where

~

is a vector of fixed effects,

u and e are independent vectors of random effects and residual error
terms with zero means and dispersion matrices D and R, respectively.
Then y has mean

X~

and dispersion matrix (R + ZDZ').

least squares estimator of
X' (R + ZDZ'

~'

say

f~~

A

~'

=

The generalized

is the solution to

X' (R + ZDZ'

f 1y

.

A difficulty with these equations is that R + ZDZ' is, in many applications (e.g., in genetics), often large and non-diagonal, to the
extent that even with today's computing facilities, inverting it is
quite impractical.

An alternative set of equations is

........
as discussed in Henderson et al. [1959].

These equations are easy

to write in many practical situations, where R and D are diagonal,
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,..

and have the important property that
eliminating

u to

~

A

~·

=

This is established by

obtain
X'WX~ = X'Wy ,

where
,.. ,..

The symmetric counterpart of the inversion formula (2) gives

W = (R + ZDZ')-l which immediately yields~=~.
Having indicated some applications of identities like (l) and
its variants, we now review the development of such identities, beginning with associated results for determinants, which are often
the origin of matrix theory.
l.l.

The Determinant of a Partitioned Matrix
Aitken [1937] indicates that the determinant of a bordered

matrix was considered by Cauchy and by Darboux [1874].

However,

according to Ouellette [1978], it was probably Frobenius [1908 and

1968, p. 405] who first gave the result in the now familiar form
A

v'

u

d

v' (adjA)u
=
,.. ,..

!AI
,.. (d

v'A

-1

u) ,

(4)

where adjA is the adjoint matrix of A and u and v' are vectors as
in

(3).

The second equality in

(4)

holds only for nonsingular A

and was extended by Schur [1917, p. 217], who studied under
Frobenius, to
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A

u

v

D

=

IAIID- VA-~1 = IDIIA ..,. ,.,.
,.,._

-

...

-

-

UD-ly, '

,.,.,.

(5)

The second equality in (5) is not explicitly in Schur [l9l7],
even though Gantmacher [l959, p. 46] refers to (5) as "formulas of'
Schur".

A special case of' (5) is

II

-

+

vu1

=

~

II

- --uvj ,
+

(6)

a result which is of'ten attributed to Sylvester, as in Press [l972,
p. 20].

l.2.

Inverting a Partitioned Matrix
Schur [l9l7] established the f'irst equality in (5) by taking

determinants of' the identity
-l

[

-~-1

(7)

But he seems to have missed (perhaps surprisingly) the opportunity
available f'rom (7) of' deriving the inverse of' a partitioned matrix
by inverting the right-hand side of' (7) to obtain, when A is nonsingular but D possibly singular,

-

= [~-l

+

~-~(~ - ~~-~)-~-l

-

-(D - VA-~)-~A-l
....._

,..

,..,.,
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Apparently Schur was very close to displaying (8), so close that it
is often attributed to him, e.g., Bodewig [1947, 1959] and Marsaglia
and Styan [1974].

others were also close:

Bodewig [1959, pp. 217-

218] suggests that Boltz [1923] was, and Aitken [1939, p. 67] certainly was in that he has (7) but not (8).
The first explicit presentation of (8) appears to be Banachiewicz
[1937a,b], using "crocovian-notation" in which columns are multiplied
by columns.

The result is discussed by Stankiewicz [1938a,b] and its

proximity to Schur's work is noted by Bodewig [1947], who (on p. 49)
is concerned about "the question of the priority" of (7) and (8),
thus prompting Ouellette [1978, p. 3] to call (8) the "SchurBanachiewicz inverse formula".

Independently, Frazer et al. [1938,

p. 113] and Waugh [1945] also established (8), and Jossa [1940] derived equivalent scalar expressions.
A first alternative to (8) is from Hotelling [1943a,b] which,
in contrast to the need in (8) for A to be nonsingular, demands that

- -

both A and D be nonsingular:

[~

-~-~CE - ~~-~)-1]
(D - VA-~fl

...

- -

.

(9)

Next is Duncan [1944] who, in addition to (8) and (9), also gives

-(A -~-~)-~-1]
(D - VA-~fl

-- -

(10)
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He states (p. 661) that these expressions have "been given by Dr.
A. C. Aitken of Edinburgh in lectures to his students", and (on
p. 666) "were communicated [to him] by Dr. A. C. Aitken".

Aitken

[1946, pp. 138-139], in a revision of his book, also has (10) as an
"additional example" and gives yet another form when A, B, U and V

---

are nonsingular:

(ll)

Note that S-l

=

(A - UD-~)-l is the leading sub-matrix of (9),

(10) and (ll); and that similar inverses are involved elsewhere in
(8) - (ll).

Thus it is, that inverting a partitioned matrix leads to

inverting the sum of two matrices, A and (-UD-~).
calls S a "Schur complement".

-

-

Haynsworth [1968]

Cottle [1974] and Ouellette [1978]

survey the history and applications of Schur complements.
We now discuss the development of alternate expressions for the
inverse of a Schur complement, and their connection with inverting a
sum of matrices.
1.3.

-

Inverting A- ,.,.,.,
UD-~
~

An immediate consequence of (8) and (9) obtained by equating
their leading terms is

It is surprising that Hotelling [l943a], in deriving (9), apparently
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seemed unaware of (12), whereas Duncan [1944], with his interest
being alternatives to (8), does give (12), in what seems to be its
first appearance.

Equation (12) also occurs in Guttman [1946] who

is interested in factor analysis and who acknowledges Duncan [1944];
and it also appears in Bodewig [1959], but not in Bodewig [1947].

(8)

A further consequence of the equality of

and

(9),

noted by

Duncan [1944, (4.9)] and Guttman [1946] is
(D - VA-~)-~A-l
_,...

=

D-~(A - UD-~)-l

,...,

--

(13)

This result is more easily derived directly from the identity

1.4.

Early Development of (A
,.,. + UBV)

-1

,.._,...~

Prior to 1950 the development of (12) was indirect, coming from
equating submatrices in equivalent expressions for the inverse of a
partitioned matrix.

Direct development seems to have started with

Sherman and Morrison [1949, 1950], who consider inverting a matrix
when elements of one of its rows or columns are altered.

Bartlett

[1951], from his interest in discriminant analysis, generalized this
to adding a degenerate matrix uv' to A so as to obtain (A+ uv')-l
-1

from A , in the form

................
l +v'A

-l

u

.

(14)

Woodbury [1950], apparently being unaware of earlier work like
that of Duncan [1944], generalizes (14) in the form
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for A and B nonsingular, possibly of different order.

It is perhaps

not obvious that (15) requires the nonsingularity of B, a fact which
Woodbury overlooked.

Its necessity is demonstrated by observing that

for the right-hand side of (15) to exist the following determinant
must be non-zero:
be expressed as

/B + BVA-~1 =

-1

1~1- 1~

-~

+

--

~~~'

IBiji +VA-~!,

--

on using

,.,_

(6).

--

which can also

Hence

1~1 f

0.

There-

fore (15) and (16) are equivalent to (12) with B = -D- 1, nonsingular.

-

...

Relaxing this requirement leads to (l) and its many variants that are
discussed in the sequel.
One merit for (16), and consequently for (12), noted by Guttman

[1946] and Woodbury [1950] and important at the time their papers
-1

were published, is that when A

-1

and B

are known, (16) is compu-

tationally advantageous to the extent that B has smaller order than A.
This is still the case today, if the order of A is very large and that
of B is quite modest, because (B

-1

+ VA

-L_ -1

-u)

in the right-hand side

of (16) will then be more readily computable than (A + UBV)-l of the
left-hand side.
Aspects of the history of (16) are discussed by Householder

[1953, pp. 78-85; 1957, pp. 166-8; and 1964, pp. 123-4 and 141-2],
to whom (15) and (16) are sometimes attributed (e.g., Aoki [1967,
pp. 80-81]), despite his [1953, p. 84] references to Bodewig [1947]
and Woodbury [1950].

More recently, Press [1972, p. 23] has called
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(15) the Binomial Inverse Theorem and Ouellette [1978] has considerable discussion of both (15) and (16).

1.5.

The Symmetric Case
The symmetric case of (A+ UBV)-l with A= A', B = B' and V = U'

...

occurs as a dispersion matrix in many mixed models of the analysis
of variance as discussed in Section 1, in which context Henderson
et al. [1959] give the symmetric counterpart of (12),

where A and B are both nonsingular.

Lindley and Smith [1972] develop

(17) as an "unexpected by-product" of a Bayesian process using a
probabilistic argument.

In the discussion of their paper, Kempthorne

[1972] draws attention to the earlier result of Henderson et al.
[1959].

Harville [1977], in considering maximum likelihood estimation

of variance components, gives an expression similar to (17) but suited
to B being singular, namely

A special case of (17) has A diagonal and D = I, for which
Guttman [1940] and Guttman and Cohen [1943] consider (12); and
Ledermann [1938, 1939] and Guttman [1940, p. 91] discuss (13).
2.

SIMPLE ]])ENTITIES

We have shown that expressions like (12) and (16) originated
from considering the inverse of a partitioned matrix.

Once available,
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they are usually verified by showing that appropriate products
simplify to I.

In contrast, we develop such expressions directly,

by applications of the identity I = I + P - P.

This development

yields not only established results but also new ones, and demonstrates that all the results can apply (for nonsingular A) for U, B
and V being rectangular, in contrast to (12) and (15) - (17) where B
is necessarily square and nonsingular.

-

We begin by noting that for any matrix P with I + P nonsingular

....

the identity I

=

....

I + P - P immediately gives

(I + P)-l

=

Obviously (I + P)- 1 P

I - P(I + P)-l = I - (I + P)- 1 P
=

(19)

P(I + P)- 1 , which is a special case of (13),

as is

-

(I +

PQ)- 1 P
....

=

P(I + QP)-l ,

(20)

also.

3.

INVERTING A + UBV

Six alternative forms of (A + UBV)

-1

are now derived using (19)

and (20) in a sequence that displays an interesting pattern.

A is

taken as nonsingular and U, B and Vas rectangular (or square) of

--

order n X p, p X q and q X n, respectively.

First, factor out A,

to yield (A + UBV)-l = (I + A-~V)-lA- 1 , and to this apply the

-

-

_,..,.

second equality in (19) to give

__ -
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Then repeatedly apply (20) to obtain
(A + UBV)-l = A-l - A- 1 (I + UBVA-l)-~VA-l ,
...........

(22)

(25)
(26)
Expressions (21) - (26) differ from those available in the
literature and discussed earlier, in that they require neither
symmetry nor squareness of U, B or ,..V, let alone nonsingularity of B.
Furthermore, the existence of the inverses (apart from A- 1 ) is assured.
This is so because each is the inverse of I plus a cyclic permutation
of A-~V and exists because its determinant is non-zero:

I-I + A_,..,_,...
-~vi

=

I,...A- 1 // -A + ,...,...,_
UBV/ -f o.

An important feature of (23) and (24), as of (16), is their
possible computational advantage:

all of (21)- (26) involve inverses
-1

of order n, the order of A, but apart from A , expressions (23) and
(24) involve inverses only of order p

and~

respectively.

This is

attractive whenever p and/or q are less than n, particularly if
considerably less.
A noticeable feature of the second term in each of (21)- (26)
-1

-1

is that it is the product of matrices A , U, B, V and A

in that

sequence, together with an inverse matrix which is the inverse of I
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plus a permuted form of A-~V.

....

--

The exact form is determined by the

position of the inverse matrix in the product and is such that the
sequence of matrices, without I, is A-~VA-~VA- 1, a very easy

-

memory crutch.

Many simple cases can, of course, be derived from (21) - (26 ).
For example, putting B = I gives (A + UV)- 1; and using U = X and

........
f orms of (A + X)- 1 .
.
.
B = V = I glves
varlous

....

-

The symmetric case with A and B symmetric and V = U' does, of
course, give (A + UBV)-l symmetric.

.........

....

Despite this, none of the right-

hand sides of the symmetric versions of (21)- (26) appears to be
symmetric.

This has been noted by Harville [1977] for (18), the

symmetric case of (24).

If, in addition, B is nonsingular (23) and

-

(24) become (12), (15) or (16) as already noted, and then reduce
further to (17), the Henderson et al. [1959] result in which the
symmetry is plainly evident.

4.

SOME GENERALIZED INVERSES

Harville [1977] indicates that (18) can be derived as a generalized inverse form of (A + UBV) given in Harville [1976] provided the
column space of UBV is a subset of that of A, or equivalently,
AA UBV

= UBV,

where A is a generalized inverse of A, i.e., AA-A =A.

He also requires the symmetry of A and UBV, but this may be replaced
by the requirement that the row space of UBV be a subset of the row
space of A, or equivalently, UBVA-A

....

= UBV.

In the presence of these

row and column space requirements (which are satisfied in the special
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case of A being nonsingular), we have derived generalized inverses
of A + UBV in forms akin to those of (21)- (26) for the regular inverse.

They are as follows.

-

A-(A- + A-UBVA-fA-UBVA__,._

.....

_

....__~

~

A-U(U + UBVA-U)-UBVA__,..~3 =A
~4 =A

~3

is the form given by Harville [1976], and it is also the

generalized inverse analogue of Woodbury's [1950] result, (15).
A resemblance between ~l - ~ 5 and (21) - (26) can be noted.

In

the second terms of each G the factors multiplying the parenthesized
term are similar to those in (21)- (26) in the following way:
the pre- and post-multipliers of the (
in (22) and (21), respectively.

)- term are similar to those

In ~ 2 the similarity is to (23) and

(22), respectively; and so on, until for
(26) and (25).

in ~l

~5

the similarity is to

Finally, for nonsingular A, the generalized inverse

~l yields both (21) and (22) and ~ 5 yields (25) and (26).
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